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The soundscape “Feeding Time at Hawkins Farm” is a study of a small
self-sustaining farm and its inhabitants. The farm primarily raises Red Angus
beef cattle, along with several other domesticated creatures. The organic
sounds of the animals contrast with the mechanical sounds of the food
process.
The spectrum of organic sounds range from dogs, cattle and horses to
chickens, barn sparrows. The mechanical and man-made sounds resonate
from a tractor, chains and gates. These opposing sounds connect the listener
to the profound differences between what is alive and man-made sound.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Equipment: Sound recorder-Zoom H4N
Sample Rate: 48 kHz and a bit depth of 24 bits
Audio Editor Program: Reaper v4.76/64
META COMMENTARY
Tractor Start
Duration: 01:40
Field note: tractor start, standing out side of the small storage barn Shari starts
her tractor to the delight of the farm dogs
Editing: Cut begins at 01.60 making a clip of 34.1.33 sec
This clip limits the amount of wind and also remove redundant lengthy sounds.
Applied a noise filter to a ReaFx selecting small portion of the wind noise. It is
unclear if it worked.
Mixing: This clip stands alone for 28 seconds before beginning to introduce
the sound of the cattle. The tractor sounds seems to remind the cattle that they
are hungry. Three different types of tractor clips are used in the soundscape.
Moo
Duration: 00:57.1
Field Note: 01:06 Moos: Outside the main holding pen, cows low mooing
waiting for the fresh bails to be dropped off. Chickens can also be heard
Editing: Cut begins at 138.2.98 removing a clip of 57.1 sec

Mixing: Track 5 has been stretched slightly and overlaps a normal clip to create
more depth. The Moo clip is used 5 times overlapping each other to create
texture and a feeling of urgency.
Chickens
Duration: 07:30
Field Note: *Excellent clip of chickens
Editing: Cut begins at 368.2.16 removing a clip of 101.1.0 seconds
Mixing: the chickens are placed to over lap each other the second clip is
stretched slightly creating a haunting laugh when played on top each other
FIELD NOTES and SOUND CLIP DIARY
For this assignment I will be exploring the organic beef cattle farm of Dr.
Allen Hawkins D.V.M., Doctor of Veterinary Medicine in Wingham, Ontario.
capturing the sounds over a here day period during feeding time. The Hawkins
farm has 200 head of cattle on approximately 300 acres of land which is use to
raise food for his herd, located in Bruce County, Ontario, on the 4th concession
just outside the town of Teeswater, Ontario. The farm is beautiful and pastoral
whether it is summer or winter. A long lane way allows access to the century
and a half old yellow brick Victorian farmhouse, that has been family owned
since it was built. The cattle are grass feed from the land they are raised on.
The main farm consists of two large barns. One for cattle stalls and the other
for equipment, storage and horses. There is a large corral that surrounds both
large barns. A smaller more decorative red barn is used for smaller equipment
and other vehicles and is delightful visual addition to the scene.
January 10, 2015
Today its 16 degrees outside and I can’t feel my fingers. The wind is very
strong and using the windsock to try to keep the noise down and additionally
my overcoat to block the wind. Farm hand Shari will be leading the process.
Thank you Shari!
1. Duration: 01:40
Tractor Start: Standing out side of the small storage barn Shari starts her
tractor to the delight of the farm dogs.
Clip:
2. Duration: 01:06

Moos: Outside the main holding pen, cows low mooing waiting for the
fresh bails to be dropped off. Chickens can also be heard
Clip:
3. Duration: 01:08
Gate: for exterior main pen squeak and giggling of chain
4. Duration: 01:25
Tractor2: unusable clip due to wind
5. Duration: 04:34
Bails: Shari’s voice is saying going to get bails, too much wind in
sections of clip great sounds of gate opening and tractor receding into
the distance. Foot steps and dog barks.
6. Duration: 02:49
Tractor/Distant: Tractor coming from a distance away
7. Duration: 02:45
Birds and Wind: Inside the great barn sounds of barn sparrows and wind
from the upper loft
8. Clip:
9. Duration: 04;08
Bail crunches: Shari removes the white bail wrappings that is covered
with ice it makes this wonderful glass shredding sound
10. Duration: 01:28
Footsteps: breathing, gate crashes and chains clink in this clip. Back to
the house

Day 2- January 24, 2015
Most of these clips were much to quiet. Once I had them at home I realized
compensating for the clipping and wind brought my volume down too low.
How disappointing.
1. Duration: 02:36
Tractor: Start up and right gate opening
2. Duration: 02:18
Wind: Wind sounds
3. Duration: 00:50
Nothing: Blank recording no idea what happened here

4. Duration: 03:10
Chickens: Much too quiet to use at the rear of the main barn
5. Duration: 01:20
Moos: too quiet from outside
January 25, 2015
Today I’ve come alone in hopes of capturing clearer sounds.
1. Duration: 06:04
Longer clip: Leaving house to barn foot crisp crunching through the
snow, and airplane overhead. Opening gate walking into the cow pen.
Horse snorts waiting for cows to move. Gate to the inside barn squeaks.
Walking to the rear to capture the sounds of the chickens, letting myself
into the run that is between the cattle.
2. Duration: 07:30
Content: *Excellent clip of chickens.
3. Duration: 02:44
Content: *Steps in the crisp snow, birds, an airplane flies overhead,
some clipping, horse snorting into microphone
4. Duration: 02:30
Content: Birds, steps on stairs, knocks, door of peacock house,
peacocks skittering in pen,

